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Abstract
Evaluation of symmetry-forbidden or weakly-allowed vibronic spectra requires treating the tran-
sition dipole moment beyond the Condon approximation. To include vibronic spectral features
not captured in the global harmonic models, we have recently implemented an on-the-fly ab initio
extended thawed Gaussian approximation, where the propagated wavepacket is a Gaussian mul-
tiplied by a linear polynomial. To include more anharmonic effects, here we represent the initial
wavepacket by a superposition of three independent Gaussian wavepackets—one for the Condon
term and two displaced Gaussians for the Herzberg–Teller part. Application of this ab initio “three
thawed Gaussians approximation” to vibrationally resolved electronic spectra of the phenyl radical
and benzene shows a clear improvement over the global harmonic and Condon approximations.
The orientational averaging of spectra, the relation between the gradient of the transition dipole
moment and nonadiabatic coupling vectors, and the details of the extended and three thawed
Gaussians approximation are discussed.
∗ jiri.vanicek@epfl.ch.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic spectroscopy lies at the core of modern physical chemistry; not only has it
been the driving force in developing first insights into the atomic and molecular structure
[1, 2], but it is also the method of choice for unraveling essential chemical and physical
processes. The time-dependent approach to electronic spectroscopy obtains the spectrum
as a Fourier transform of an appropriate time correlation function [3, 4], which requires
performing molecular quantum dynamics, but provides more dynamical information about
the interaction of the molecule with light. Even though only relatively short (femtosecond
to picosecond) time scales are typically involved in electronic spectroscopy, exact methods
for solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation become quickly impractical for larger
molecules due to the exponential scaling with the number of degrees of freedom [5, 6].
In contrast, approximate semiclassical methods reduce the exponential quantum problem
to the propagation of classical trajectories, while often maintaining sufficient accuracy, at
least at short times. With the advent of computationally feasible, though not necessarily
cheap, ab initio calculations, semiclassical dynamics benefits from yet another advantage
over quantum dynamical methods: the formulation in terms of classical trajectories allows
for an efficient on-the-fly implementation, overcoming the need for exploring the full potential
energy surface.
Among many semiclassical approximations [7–15], one of the simplest, yet very intuitive
and often surprisingly accurate, is the thawed Gaussian approximation (TGA) of Heller
[16]. Although his work on Gaussian wavepackets [17] inspired a number of “direct”, i.e.,
on-the-fly ab initio quantum [18–22] and semiclassical [23–28] methods, the original thawed
Gaussian approximation was only revisited recently, when it was implemented within the on-
the-fly ab initio framework for evaluating molecular absorption, emission, and photoelectron
spectra [29, 30]. Due to its computational efficiency in comparison with exact quantum dy-
namics methods, the TGA can account for [29, 30] the full dimensionality of the system and
mode-mixing (Duschinsky effect), both of which can significantly influence the wavepacket
dynamics [31]. Recently, we have implemented [32] an extension to the on-the-fly ab initio
thawed Gaussian approximation, aimed at describing the Herzberg–Teller contribution to
the vibrational structure of electronic absorption spectra. The extended thawed Gaussian
approximation (ETGA) [32, 33], propagates a Gaussian wavepacket multiplied by a general
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polynomial in nuclear coordinates using a local harmonic approximation, i.e., the second-
order expansion of the potential about the center of the wavepacket. Such a wavepacket,
however, is wider than a simple Gaussian wavepacket, which raises the question whether
more than a single guiding classical trajectory should be used to correctly account for the
anharmonicity of the potential energy surface.
Here, we present the on-the-fly ab initio implementation of an alternative method for
treating Herzberg–Teller spectra beyond the Condon approximation. This semiclassical
method is also based on the thawed Gaussian approximation, yet, unlike the extended
TGA, resolves the initial Herzberg–Teller wavepacket into three well-defined Gaussians and
propagates them independently. This “three thawed Gaussians approximation” (3TGA) is
applied to evaluate the absorption spectra of the phenyl radical and benzene. The 3TGA
is compared with the Condon approximation in order to analyze the importance of the
Herzberg–Teller contribution, with the global harmonic approaches to assess the extent of
anharmonicity, and with the extended TGA to analyze the effects of wavepacket splitting.
Notation: As the analysis of electronic spectra involves three different vector spaces, let us
summarize the notation for reference here, although most should be clear from the context.
If D denotes the number of nuclear degrees of freedom and S the number of electronic states
considered, the three vector spaces are the nuclear D-dimensional real coordinate space RD,
electronic S-dimensional complex Hilbert space CS, and the ambient 3-dimensional space R3.
To distinguish these spaces, 3-dimensional vectors will be denoted with an arrow (e.g., ~),
whereas D-dimensional nuclear vectors or D×D matrices will use no special notation (e.g.,
generalized nuclear coordinates q). Scalar and matrix products in both the 3-dimensional
and D-dimensional nuclear spaces will be denoted with a dot (as in ~µ21 · ~ or pT ·m−1 · p).
We shall use the bold font for S × S matrices (such as µ) representing electronic operators
expressed in the S-state basis of the electronic Hilbert space. The matrix product will use
no special notation; it will be expressed by a juxtaposition of the matrices (as in AB).
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II. THEORY
A. Time-dependent approach to spectroscopy
Within the electric-dipole approximation and first-order time-dependent perturbation
theory, the absorption cross section for a linearly polarized light of frequency ω can be
expressed as the Fourier transform
σ(~, ω) =
2piω
~c
∫ ∞
−∞
Cµµ(~, t)e
iωtdt (1)
of the dipole time autocorrelation function Cµµ(~, t). Assuming the zero temperature ap-
proximation, the initial state is |1, g〉, i.e., the ground vibrational state g of the ground
electronic state 1. Assuming, furthermore, that the incident radiation is in resonance only
with a single pair of electronic states 1 and 2 that are not vibronically coupled, the dipole
time autocorrelation function reduces to [3]
Cµµ(~, t) = 〈1, g|eiHˆ1t/~µˆ12e−iHˆ2t/~µˆ21|1, g〉 , (2)
where Hˆ1 and Hˆ2 are nuclear Hamiltonian operators in the ground and excited electronic
states, and
µˆ21 := ~ˆµ21 · ~ (3)
is the projection of the matrix element ~ˆµ21 of the molecular transition dipole moment matrix
~ˆµ on a three-dimensional polarization unit vector ~ of the electric field.
B. Orientational averaging of the spectrum
In gas phase or another isotropic medium, one has to average the vibronic spectrum
(1) over all orientations of the molecule with respect to the polarization ~ of the electric
field. Within the Condon approximation, the transition dipole moment is independent of
coordinates, and this averaging is trivial, but for a general dipole moment, one has to be more
careful. It is surprising that in theoretical papers on vibronic spectroscopy, the averaging
is often ignored despite an extensive work on orientational averaging of both linear and
nonlinear spectra [34, 35].
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It is useful to define the spectrum tensor ←→σ (ω), from which the spectrum (1) for a
specific polarization ~, is obtained by “evaluation”:
σ(~, ω) = ~T · ←→σ (ω) · ~. (4)
The orientational averaging of the spectrum corresponds to the averaging of σ(~, ω) over
all unit vectors ~. Remarkably, due to the isotropy of the 3-dimensional Euclidean space,
the average over all orientations does not have to be performed numerically but can be
reduced to a simple arithmetic average over only three arbitrary orthogonal orientations of
the molecule with respect to the field:
σ(~, ω) =
1
3
Tr←→σ (ω)
=
1
3
[σxx(ω) + σyy(ω) + σzz(ω)] (5)
=
1
3
[σ(~ex, ω) + σ(~ey, ω) + σ(~ez, ω)] .
Appendix A contains an explicit proof of these equalities, of which the first is coordinate-
independent and the other two are explicit in Cartesian coordinates (~ex denotes the unit
vector along the x-axis.). This final result for the orientational average is exact for any coor-
dinate dependence of the transition dipole operator and also for any quantum or semiclassical
dynamical method for evaluating the autocorrelation function. Moreover, it is valid even for
arbitrary pure or mixed initial molecular states and arbitrary nonadiabatic or electric-dipole
couplings among the S electronic states. As the Fourier transform is a linear operation, one
may choose to apply the averaging already to the dipole autocorrelation function instead of
the spectrum:
Cµµ(~, t) =
1
3
Tr[
←→
C µµ(t)]. (6)
Now let us go back to our two-state system, where only one element of the electric
transition dipole moment, ~µ21(q) plays a role and Cµµ(~, t) is given by Eq. (2). Then it is
convenient to suppress the subscripts 21 and denote the 21 element simply as ~µ(q), which
we shall do for the remainder of this subsection. Among a continuum of other possibilities,
expression (6) provides two simple yet exact recipes for the orientational average: one can
take the arithmetic average of Cµµ(~, t) either for three orthogonal polarizations ~ and a fixed
molecular orientation [36],
Cµµ(~, t) =
1
3
[
Cµxµx(t) + Cµyµy(t) + Cµzµz(t)
]
, (7)
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or for three orthogonal orientations of the molecule and a fixed polarization ~. Within the
Condon approximation, in which ~µ is coordinate-independent, the orientational average (7)
simplifies further into the standard textbook recipe
Cµµ(~, t) =
1
3
C|~µ||~µ|(t), (8)
where |~µ| is the magnitude of the transition dipole moment, so only a single calculation is
required—for the transition dipole moment aligned with the field.
C. Condon and Herzberg–Teller approximations for the transition dipole moment
The electric transition dipole moment is, in general, a function of nuclear coordinates,
yet, within the Condon approximation [37], this moment is assumed to be independent of
the molecular geometry and is approximated to the zeroth order around the initial geometry:
~µ(q) ≈ ~µ(qeq) . (9)
The widespread use of this approximation is justified by its validity in many systems, as
it can describe most of the strongly symmetry-allowed transitions both qualitatively and
quantitatively. However, a number of molecules exhibit symmetry-forbidden (also called
“electronically forbidden”) transitions, i.e., transitions α ← β with ~µαβ(qeq) = 0, which
cannot be described within the Condon approximation. Such systems, as well as systems
in which the Condon term is small but not exactly zero, can be treated with the Herzberg–
Teller approximation [38] that takes into account also the gradient of the transition dipole
moment with respect to nuclear degrees of freedom:
~µ(q) ≈ ~µ(qeq) + ∂q~µ|Tqeq · (q − qeq) , (10)
where ∂q is an abbreviation for ∂/∂q.
D. Relationship between the gradient of the transition dipole moment and nona-
diabatic vector couplings
Although the Herzberg–Teller approximation is often discussed in terms of vibronic cou-
plings between different electronic states [39], this relation is not obvious from Eq. (10).
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Here we demonstrate this relationship explicitly. In particular, we shall prove a remarkable
equality
∂j~µ(q) = [~µ(q),Fj(q)] + ∂j~µnu(q)1 (11)
satisfied by the gradient of the matrix representation ~µ(q) of the molecular dipole operator
~ˆµmol at the nuclear configuration q. In this equation, matrix elements of ~µ(q) are defined as
partial, electronic expectation values
~µαβ(q) := 〈α(q)|~ˆµmol|β(q)〉, (12)
elements of the matrix Fj(q) of nonadiabatic vector couplings are obtained as
Fαβ,j := 〈α(q)|∂jβ(q)〉, (13)
and ~µnu is the nuclear component of ~ˆµmol:
~µnu(q) = e
Nnu∑
N=1
ZN ~RN(q). (14)
Here ZN is the atomic number and ~RN(q) the Cartesian coordinates of the Nth nucleus
expressed as a function of the generalized nuclear coordinates q, which can be Cartesian,
normal-mode, Jacobi, or any other coordinates.
Direct interpretation of relation (11), which is proven in Appendix B, explains the con-
cepts of vibronic transitions and intensity borrowing. Namely, the gradient of the transition
dipole moment between states α and β can be nonzero only if there exists an intermediate
state γ that is nonadiabatically (i.e., vibronically) coupled to one of the states and electric-
dipole coupled to the other state. This is even more explicit in the component expression
(B2) in the penultimate line of the proof in the Appendix. Typically, the nonadiabatic
couplings with the ground state (β = 1) can be neglected at the ground-state optimized ge-
ometry, around which the transition dipole moment is expanded. This leads to an expression
[40]
∂j~µα1 ≈ −
∑
γ
Fαγ,j~µγ1 (15)
that explains the meaning of intensity borrowing, in which the symmetry forbidden tran-
sition to the formally dark state α occurs due to a borrowing of the transition intensity
from the neighboring bright electronic states γ that are vibronically coupled to the state α.
Note that, despite introducing nonadiabatic couplings between excited electronic states, the
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original Born-Oppenheimer picture adopted in Subsection II A remains valid; the vibronic
couplings that induce the transition do not necessarily influence the nuclear wavepacket dy-
namics. Although these nonadiabatic couplings are essential for describing the existence of
symmetry-forbidden spectra, they are still rather small and their contribution to the field-
free Hamiltonian of the system is negligible. The rather high resolution of the absorption
spectrum of benzene supports these considerations—otherwise, significant population trans-
fer would lead to the shortening of the excited-state lifetime and, consequently, to significant
broadening of the spectral lines.
E. Extended thawed Gaussian approximation
To evaluate the dipole time autocorrelation function (2) corresponding to a specific po-
larization of the electric field, let us rewrite it as
Cµµ(~, t) = C(t)e
iE1,gt/~ (16)
in terms of the vibrational zero-point energy E1,g of the ground electronic state and the
wavepacket autocorrelation function
C(t) = 〈φ(0)|φ(t)〉 (17)
for the initial wavepacket |φ(0)〉 = µˆ21|1, g〉 propagated on the excited-state potential energy
surface with the Hamiltonian Hˆ2:
|φ(t)〉 = e−iHˆ2t/~|φ(0)〉. (18)
This propagation is the most demanding part of the spectra calculation and we shall use
an on-the-fly ab initio semiclassical method for this purpose. One of the simplest semiclassi-
cal methods, the TGA [16], relies on the fact that a Gaussian wavepacket conserves its form
when propagated in a time-dependent harmonic potential; it extends the global harmonic
methods by approximating the potential energy surface locally to the second order, in what
is known as the local harmonic approximation. Although approximating the initial state in
electronic spectroscopy with a Gaussian is only reasonable within the Condon approximation,
let us first discuss this simplest case because it will serve as a starting point for extensions
to more general forms of the initial wavepacket needed to describe Herzberg–Teller spectra.
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Gaussian wavepacket considered in TGA is given in the position representation as
ψt(q) = N0 exp
{
−(q − qt)T · At · (q − qt) + i~
[
pTt · (q − qt) + γt
]}
(19)
where N0 is a normalization constant, (qt, pt) are the phase-space coordinates of the center
of the wavepacket, At is a symmetric complex width matrix, and γt a complex number whose
real part is a dynamical phase and imaginary part guarantees the normalization for times
t > 0. The wavepacket is propagated with a Hamiltonian
Hˆeff(t) ≡ Heff(qˆ, pˆ, t) = 1
2
pˆT ·m−1 · pˆ+ Veff(qˆ, t), (20)
where m is the diagonal mass matrix and Veff an effective time-dependent potential given by
the local harmonic approximation of the true potential V at the center of the wavepacket:
Veff(q, t) = V |qt + (∂qV |qt)T · (q − qt) +
1
2
(q − qt)T · Hessq V |qt · (q − qt) . (21)
To avoid the confusion between the Laplacian and Hessian operators, both of which are
often denoted by ∂2/∂q2, we use the notation Hessq V for Hessian matrix with respect to
nuclear coordinates:
(Hessq V )ij := ∂i∂jV.
Insertion of the wavepacket ansatz (19) and the effective potential (21) into the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation yields a system of ordinary differential equations [16]
q˙t = m
−1 · pt , (22)
p˙t = −∂q V |qt , (23)
A˙t = −2i~At ·m−1 · At + i
2~
HessqV |qt , (24)
γ˙t = Lt − ~2 Tr
(
m−1 · At
)
(25)
for evolving parameters of the Gaussian; Lt denotes the Lagrangian. This system of differen-
tial equations, which is within the local harmonic approximation equivalent to the solution
of the Schro¨dinger equation, implies that phase-space coordinates qt and pt follow classical
equations of motion, while the propagation of the width At and phase γt involves propagating
the 2D × 2D stability matrix
Mt =
Mt,qq Mt,qp
Mt,pq Mt,pp
 :=
 ∂qt∂q0 ∂qt∂p0
∂pt
∂q0
∂pt
∂p0
 , (26)
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which depends on the Hessians of the potential energy surface V . See Appendix C for details.
To tackle a more general coordinate dependence of the transition dipole moment, such
as the Herzberg–Teller approximation (10), Lee and Heller [33] proposed the extended TGA
(ETGA) that considers a more general form of the initial wavepacket, namely a Gaussian
multiplied by a polynomial [32, 33]:
φ0(q) = P (q − q0)ψ0(q). (27)
Otherwise, the ETGA is the same as the original TGA; it uses the local harmonic approxi-
mation (21) for the potential along the trajectory qt, but makes no other approximation.
Because the only dependence of ψ0(q) on p0 comes from the exponent p
T
0 · (q − q0) [see
Eq. (19)], the polynomial prefactor in Eq. (27) can be replaced by the same polynomial in
the derivatives with respect to p0:
φ0(q) = P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
ψ0(q). (28)
In Appendix D, we prove that the local harmonic approximation implies that the ETGA
wavepacket at time t has the simple form [33]
φt(q) = P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
ψt(q), (29)
where the dependence of ψt(q) on initial conditions q0 and p0 is taken into account. In
particular, equations of motion (22)-(25) for qt, pt, At, and γt remain unchanged.
As for the parameters of the polynomial, here we consider only the constant and linear
terms required in the Herzberg–Teller approximation (10). In Appendix D, we prove that
[33]
φt(q) =
[
µ21(q0) + b
T
t · (q − qt)
]
ψt(q), (30)
where the linear parameter of the polynomial at time t is
bt = (−2i~At ·Mqp +Mpp) · ∂qµ21|q0 . (31)
Because all ingredients needed in Eq. (31) are already evaluated for the propagation of the
parameters of the Gaussian, the evaluation of bt comes at almost no additional cost.
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qϕ 0(q)
3TGA ETGA Gaussians
FIG. 1. The 3TGA wavepacket is obtained by replacing the extended TGA (ETGA) wavepacket,
i.e., a Gaussian multiplied by a linear polynomial, by a sum of two displaced Gaussians (black
dotted line).
F. Three thawed Gaussians approximation
Let us now describe another generalization of the TGA, which, as the ETGA, can also
evaluate the Herzberg–Teller spectra, but, in contrast to the ETGA, can also account for
wavepacket splitting. Recall that the ETGA wavepacket is guided by a single trajectory
propagated using the local harmonic approximation of the potential at the center of the
wavepacket. Whereas the center of a Gaussian maximizes the probability density, this is false
for purely Herzberg–Teller wavepackets [Eq. (30) with µ21(q0) = 0], where the probability
density at the center is zero. Although the ETGA is still an exact solution of the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation in a global harmonic potential, its performance in a general
potential can, therefore, be questioned [33]. To further investigate the errors introduced by
the local harmonic approximation, we propose to approximate the Herzberg–Teller part
φETGA-HT0 (q) = ∂qµ21
T · (q − q0) gq0(q) (32)
of the initial state used in the ETGA with an antisymmetric linear combination of two
displaced Gaussians (see Fig. 1):
φ3TGA-HT0 (q) = fd [gq0+∆d(q)− gq0−∆d(q)] , (33)
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where gqc(q) is a normalized Gaussian ψ0(q) centered at qc instead of q0, with zero initial
momentum and phase (p0 = γ0 = 0):
gqc(q) := N0 e
−(q−qc)T ·A0·(q−qc) , (34)
∆d is a displacement vector and fd a scaling factor. Note also that the same width matrix
A0 is used for gqc as for ψ0(q).
We will now show that the approximative wavepacket φ3TGA-HT0 converges to the exact
Herzberg–Teller wavepacket φETGA-HT0 when the displacement ∆d approaches zero along an
appropriate direction and a corresponding scaling factor fd is used. For brevity, throughout
this subsection we shall again write µ instead of ~µ21(q0) ·~ and ∂qµ instead of ∂q(~µ21(q) ·~)|q0 .
First, let us discuss the shape of the exact wavepacket φETGA-HT0 . Obviously, in one
nuclear dimension, φETGA-HT0 has exactly two local extrema: a minimum and a maximum.
In Appendix E we prove that this property holds for any number D of nuclear degrees of
freedom: there are two and only two local extrema, a maximum and minimum, located at
qETGA-HTmax, min = q0 ±∆q , (35)
with the displacement vector
∆q =
A−10 · ∂qµ√
2∂qµT · A−10 · ∂qµ
. (36)
It is rather obvious that in order for φ3TGA-HT0 to be a good fit of φ
ETGA-HT
0 , the two
Gaussians in Eq. (33) must be displaced from q0 along the direction of the extrema of
φETGA-HT0 . We therefore choose
∆d = d∆q, (37)
where the dimensionless parameter d controls the magnitude of the displacement. The
scaling factor fd is obtained by equating the norms of φ
3TGA-HT
0 and φ
ETGA-HT
0 , which gives
fd =
√
2
4
√
∂qµT · A−10 · ∂qµ
1− e−d2 . (38)
A quick inspection reveals φETGA-HT0 to be a directional derivative of gq0(q) and φ
3TGA-HT
0
a finite-difference approximation of this derivative, exact in the limit d → 0. One can see
this explicitly by noting that the normalized initial overlap of the two wavepackets,
〈φETGA-HT0 |φ3TGA-HT0 〉
‖φETGA-HT0 ‖2
=
d e−d
2/4
√
1− e−d2 , (39)
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is maximized and converges to unity as d approaches zero. Either proof implies that a
better description of the initial wavepacket is obtained with smaller values of d. On the
other hand, anharmonicity effects are included only when the two initial wavepackets are
significantly displaced, implying that a larger d is needed. A natural displacement that is
neither too small nor too large corresponds to placing the two Gaussians at the extrema of
the wavepacket by setting d = 1 and ∆d = ∆q; in this case, the initial overlap Eq. (39) is
≈ 98%. As this choice of d results in a large initial overlap and in trajectories that correspond
to the maxima of the probability density of the Herzberg–Teller component, we recommend
using d = 1 in all applications. However, in the calculations presented in Section IV, we will
test not only d = 1 but also several smaller displacements, giving even larger initial overlaps.
Finally, by adding the Condon term, one obtains a superposition of three Gaussian
wavepackets that are propagated independently; the total initial wavepacket in the “three
thawed Gaussians approximation” (3TGA) is
φ3TGA0 (q) = µ gq0(q) + fd [gq0+∆d(q)− gq0−∆d(q)] . (40)
In contrast to both the original and extended TGA, where the evolution given by the time-
dependent effective Hamiltonian is exactly unitary, the norm of the 3TGA wavepacket is not
conserved; since the three Gaussians are propagated with three different effective Hamiltoni-
ans, their overlaps are time-dependent and change the norm of the total 3TGA wavepacket.
To see this, consider several wavepackets |ψi〉, each propagated with its own evolution op-
erator Uˆi. If Uˆi 6= Uˆj, then the overlap of two such wavepackets is time-dependent:
〈ψi(t)|ψj(t)〉 = 〈ψi(0)|Uˆ †i Uˆj|ψj(0)〉 6= 〈ψi(0)|ψj(0)〉 . (41)
The time dependence of the norm of the 3TGA wavepacket arises from these time-dependent
overlaps since
∥∥φ3TGA(t)∥∥2 = 〈φ3TGA(t)|φ3TGA(t)〉
= µ2 + 2f 2d
[
1− Re (〈gtq0+∆d|gtq0−∆d〉)]
+ 2µfd
[
Re
(〈gtq0 |gtq0+∆d〉)− Re (〈gtq0|gtq0−∆d〉)] . (42)
Due to the time dependence of the norm, the calculated dipole time autocorrelation function
has to be renormalized at each time step.
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G. Ab initio implementation
The ab initio implementation of the thawed Gaussian approximation has been discussed
in Refs. 29, 30; only a brief overview is given here. The propagation of a thawed Gaussian
wavepacket requires a single classical trajectory on the excited-state potential energy sur-
face and the Hessians of the excited-state potential along this trajectory. These data are
evaluated in Cartesian coordinates and are then transformed to mass-scaled normal mode
coordinates, after removing the translational degrees of freedom by translation to the center
of mass frame and rotational degrees of freedom by rotation to the Eckart frame. The choice
of the coordinates and correct coordinate transformation is the essence of the on-the-fly ab
initio implementation; mass-scaled normal modes of the ground electronic state are useful
not only for a straightforward construction of the initial wavepacket, but also for further
interpretation of the results.
Within the 3TGA, each thawed Gaussian is propagated using the above mentioned
scheme. The initial positions are obtained in the following way: First, the gradient of
the transition dipole moment in Cartesian coordinates is projected onto one of three orthog-
onal polarizations of the electric field and transformed to the ground-state normal mode
coordinates. Then the centers of the displaced Gaussians are found and transformed back
to Cartesian coordinates for an on-the-fly ab initio propagation. In addition to the central
trajectory, each polarization of the electric field requires, in general, two different displaced
trajectories to be evaluated.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All ab initio calculations were performed using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) density functional
theory for the ground state and time-dependent density functional theory for the excited
state, as implemented in the Gaussian09 package [41]. The gradient of the transition dipole
moment was computed using a finite-difference approach, as reported in Ref. 32. The ground-
state potential energy surface was approximated with a global harmonic potential in order
to obtain the initial vibrational state.
The orientational averaging of the 3TGA spectra requires additional trajectories because
the gradient of the transition dipole moment depends on the orientation of the molecule. In
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general, one has to compute the spectrum for three orthogonal orientations of the molecule
with respect to the electric field, which implies one central trajectory for the Condon contri-
bution and two additional trajectories for each orientation to represent the Herzberg–Teller
contribution to the wavepacket; seven trajectories in total. In phenyl radical, all seven tra-
jectories have to be evaluated, while in benzene, since the transition is symmetry-forbidden
and since the gradient of the z component of the transition dipole moment is zero, only four
trajectories are needed (two for x and two for y polarization). In contrast, the orientational
averaging of the ETGA spectra requires only a single ab initio trajectory because the av-
eraging can be performed by changing only the polynomial part of the wavepacket, which
depends on the polarization of the electric field, but does not need additional ab initio data.
A time step of 8 a.u. (≈ 0.194 fs) was chosen for all trajectories; 3000 steps (giving a
total time of 580 fs) were run for the phenyl radical and 5000 steps (970 fs) for benzene. The
Hessians of the potential were computed every four steps, while the intermediate Hessians
were obtained by second-order interpolation.
Gaussian broadening of the resulting spectra was used for the phenyl radical (half-width
at half-maximum of 100 cm−1), while for benzene the autocorrelation function is multiplied
by cos2(pit/2T ) (T is the length of the simulation) because this function preserves most
of the autocorrelation function and introduces only slight broadening. However, longer
propagation would be required to simulate the spectrum with peaks as narrow as in the
experiment. For comparison with experiment, unless otherwise stated, we scale and shift
the absorption spectra according to the highest peak: for phenyl radical, all spectra are
shifted by −437 cm−1, whereas for benzene we introduce different shifts for the on-the-fly
(3010 cm−1), adiabatic harmonic (3020 cm−1), and vertical harmonic spectra (3300 cm−1).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Absorption spectrum of the phenyl radical
The absorption spectrum of the A˜
2
B1 ← X˜2A1 electronic transition of the phenyl radical
has been a subject of theoretical investigation [32, 42–44] due to a rich vibronic structure
originating from the differences between the ground- and excited-state potential energy sur-
faces. Whereas the adiabatic harmonic approach, in which the potential is expanded about
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FIG. 2. Orientationally averaged absorption spectra of the phenyl radical calculated with the
3TGA (using the default value d = 1 of the displacement parameter) is compared with the ETGA
and experimental [45] spectra in the top panel, and with the 3TGA spectra using smaller values of
the displacement parameter (d = 0.1 and d = 0.01) in the bottom panel. Since the 3TGA spectra
mostly overlap, the bottom panel shows the scaled difference from the result for d = 1.
the excited-state minimum, describes the main features of the absorption spectrum, the
vertical harmonic model, which expands the potential about the ground-state minimum,
fails completely, as shown in our previous work [32]. Here we compute the phenyl radical
absorption spectrum with the on-the-fly ab initio 3TGA with different values of the dis-
placement parameter d and compare the results to the extended TGA spectrum. Since the
anharmonicity of the excited-state potential of the phenyl radical is shown to influence the
spectrum more than the Herzberg–Teller contribution [32], this system is suited for further
investigation using the 3TGA, which is specifically intended for treating the anharmonicity
of the Herzberg–Teller active modes. The Herzberg–Teller component of the wavepacket has
a larger spread in position than does the Condon component, and therefore is more likely to
be influenced strongly by the anharmonicity of the potential. Nevertheless, the calculated
3TGA spectra (see Fig. 2) based on 7 independent trajectories overlap almost perfectly with
the ETGA result based on a single trajectory.
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This is somewhat surprising considering that several Herzberg–Teller modes are also dis-
placed and, therefore, experience significant anharmonicity of the potential. The results
imply that the local harmonic approximation around the true center of the wavepacket is
valid despite the additional spread and the change in the shape of the wavepacket. Inter-
estingly, the spectra evaluated with the 3TGA show almost no dependence on the choice of
the initial displacement parameter d. This is encouraging since a strong dependence would
render the 3TGA method impractical; the fact that the dependence is not only weak but
almost nonexistent confirms the results of the single-trajectory ETGA in the phenyl radical.
B. Absorption spectrum of benzene
The symmetry-forbidden B2u ← A1g transition of benzene provides a beautiful exam-
ple of a Herzberg–Teller spectrum that is mentioned in many textbooks due to its simple
qualitative interpretation [1, 2, 46, 47]. The experimental and theoretical work on the first
excited electronic state of benzene [48, 49] and on the vibronic structure of the corresponding
electronic spectrum is so extensive that we can only refer to a small fraction here [40, 50–65].
The main progression corresponds to a totally symmetric ring-breathing vibration [2]. Al-
though this transition is forbidden by symmetry, its observation in the absorption spectrum
is attributed to the non-totally symmetric vibrations which transform as the e2g irreducible
representation. Li et al. [40] include the undisplaced distorted modes in the calculation
of the absorption spectrum using a global harmonic model without Duschinsky rotation,
i.e., by assuming that the ground- and excited-state normal modes are the same. To go
beyond the global harmonic model, Penfold and Worth [61, 64] combine the construction of
an anharmonic potential with the multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree wavepacket
dynamics, producing excellent results, but at the cost of a rather detailed inspection of the
system required for reducing the computational cost.
Recently, the on-the-fly ab initio ETGA method has been applied to evaluate the absorp-
tion spectrum of benzene with rather high accuracy [32]. As explained above, this method
is an automated, simple to use single-trajectory method, and the fact that the ETGA was
much more accurate than both vertical and adiabatic global harmonic models is encourag-
ing. Analogous results for the 3TGA are, therefore, presented in Fig. 3, which compares
the on-the-fly ab initio result with the global harmonic spectra (top panel). Note that the
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failure of the vertical harmonic model in the phenyl radical and benzene is not a rule—there
are many cases, such as the absorption and photoelectron spectra of ammonia [29, 30, 66],
in which the vertical is more accurate than the adiabatic harmonic model. Indeed, the ver-
tical harmonic model describes the Franck-Condon region better and so might be expected
to be a good model for vertical transitions. The on-the-fly ab initio approach, however,
overcomes the issue of choosing the geometry for expanding the potential and is expected
to be always at least as good as the better of the two global harmonic models. Moreover, as
Fig. 3 shows, the inclusion of anharmonicity in benzene is essential for obtaining a quanti-
tative agreement—compare the 3TGA with the adiabatic harmonic model, which is at least
qualitatively correct here.
Finally, the bottom panel of Fig. 3 demonstrates that in benzene the Herzberg–Teller
term, captured with the 3TGA, is responsible for the observation of the spectrum because
the Condon approximation yields a zero spectrum. This is, indeed, one of the main reasons
why we have implemented the 3TGA; the original TGA is often sufficient for Condon spectra.
To investigate the importance of anharmonicity in more detail, the spectra calculated
with the 3TGA and ETGA are compared in Fig. 4. Whereas the 3TGA method with the
smaller displacement parameter d gives almost the same result as the ETGA approach, the
3TGA spectrum calculated with d = 1 is red-shifted by ≈ 10 cm−1 and the intensity of the
first stronger peak is slightly improved. Due to symmetry, the Herzberg–Teller modes cannot
be displaced from the minimum, so they do not contribute significantly to the shape of the
spectrum. Nevertheless, these modes can influence the total energy shift of the spectrum,
which is in accord with the observed results.
C. Norm conservation and fidelity
In contrast with the single-trajectory ETGA, the norm of the 3TGA wavepacket is not
conserved because the 3TGA wavepacket is a superposition of wavepackets, each of which
feels its own time-dependent potential. Indeed, the numerical results for the phenyl radical
(see Fig. 5) and benzene (see Fig. 6) confirm this theoretical prediction from Subsection II F.
Interestingly, larger displacement (d = 1) , which corresponds to placing the additional Gaus-
sians at the extrema of the initial wavepacket, gives smaller deviations of the norm from
unity. In Eq. (42) the time-dependent terms are multiplied by the scaling factor fd, indicat-
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FIG. 3. Orientationally averaged absorption spectrum of benzene calculated with the 3TGA (with
d = 1) is compared with the experimental [63, 67] and global harmonic spectra computed using
the adiabatic harmonic (AH) and vertical harmonic (VH) models (top panel). In the bottom panel
the full Herzberg–Teller spectrum computed with the 3TGA is compared to the purely Condon
spectrum, which is exactly zero due to symmetry of benzene, but which could be computed with
the original TGA using a single thawed Gaussian.
ing that the norm should vary more for smaller displacements, since the factor fd decreases
with the displacement. This is in contrast with the expectation that the wavepacket propa-
gation, including the conservation of the norm, should converge to the ETGA with smaller
displacements. The fidelity between the 3TGA and ETGA wavepackets,
F (t) :=
|〈φETGA(t)|ψ3TGA(t)〉|2
||ψETGA(t)||2 ||ψ3TGA(t)||2 =
|〈φETGA(t)|ψ3TGA(t)〉|2
||ψ3TGA(t)||2 , (43)
can be used as a measure for comparing the quantum dynamics obtained with the two
semiclassical approximations; it shows deviations of the three thawed Gaussians from the
extended thawed Gaussian wavepacket propagated on the excited-state potential energy
surface. As can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the fidelity decays similarly for all values of the
displacement parameter, despite the differences in the initial overlaps. Although the fidelity
decays quickly over time, the final spectra evaluated with the two approximations are nearly
the same.
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FIG. 4. Orientationally averaged absorption spectra of benzene calculated with the 3TGA for a
larger (d = 1) and smaller (d = 0.1) displacements are compared with the ETGA and experimental
[63, 67] spectra.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented the 3TGA, constructed by replacing the Herzberg–Teller part of the
initial wavepacket with two displaced Gaussians, in order to describe electronic spectra
beyond the Condon approximation and anharmonicity effects beyond the single-trajectory
ETGA.
The 3TGA presented here is still a very rough approximation to the exact nuclear
wavepacket dynamics. Nevertheless, compared to the global harmonic models, which are
frequently employed in computational chemistry, the on-the-fly ab initio methods based
on the TGA offer a rather computationally cheap way to partially include anharmonicity.
Moreover, the 3TGA allows us to analyze the validity of the single-trajectory ETGA; our
results confirm that the additional spread of the wavepacket, induced by the Herzberg–Teller
contribution, does not lead to a significant wavepacket splitting during the dynamics induced
by electronic absorption in the phenyl radical and benzene.
To conclude, the on-the-fly ab initio implementation of the 3TGA is capable of describ-
ing anharmonicity effects and Herzberg–Teller contribution to the spectra, as well as of
evaluating both symmetry-forbidden and weakly allowed spectra. The extension beyond
the single-trajectory ETGA approach suggests the viability of simple semiclassical methods
that can include wavepacket splitting and associated interference, and which would readily
outperform global harmonic and single-trajectory methods, while remaining computation-
ally feasible compared to the more advanced semiclassical and quantum methods. Indeed,
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FIG. 5. Norm (left panels) of the ETGA and 3TGA wavepackets, and fidelity (right panels)
between the ETGA and 3TGA wavepackets [see Eq. (43)] for the phenyl radical. Results for three
different values of the displacement parameter (d = 0.01, 0.1, and 1) as well as for all three different
polarizations (x, y, and z) of the electric field are presented.
a related pragmatic approach of using a small number of well-defined, rather than sampled
initial conditions, was employed in the multiple coherent states time-averaged semiclassical
initial value representation (MC-TA-SC-IVR) [28] and its “divide-and-conquer” extension
[14], which were used to evaluate positions of peaks in vibrational spectra with rather high
accuracy. Another appealing feature of the 3TGA is that, despite its simplicity, the resulting
spectrum contains the information not only about the positions but also about the intensi-
ties of the peaks; this is because the initial conditions are determined by the shape of the
initial wavepacket. Last but not least, like MC-TA-SC-IVR, but in contrast to some semi-
classical methods that require tens of thousands of trajectories for convergence, the 3TGA,
by using only three uniquely defined trajectories (we recommend using d = 1 always) does
not destroy the appealing intuitive picture provided by the original or extended TGA based
on a single trajectory. As a result, we anticipate further development of efficient methods
using only a few trajectories for semiclassical propagation.
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Appendix A: Orientational average
Let
←→
T be a second-order tensor in 3 dimensions (i.e., a 3× 3 matrix) and let us evaluate
the average of the scalar
T (~) := ~T · ←→T · ~ (A1)
over all unit vectors ~, i.e.,
T (~) :=
1
4pi
∫
S2
T (~)dΩ. (A2)
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(
∫
S2
· · · dΩ denotes the integration over the two-dimensional unit sphere S2.) We shall prove
that the result of this average is simply one third of the trace of the tensor:
T (~) =
1
3
Tr
←→
T . (A3)
In particular, in Cartesian coordinates,
T (~) =
1
3
(Txx + Tyy + Tzz). (A4)
Proof : In polar coordinates (θ, ϕ), the unit vector ~ is expressed as
~ = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) . (A5)
Using Eq. (A5), scalar (A1) becomes
T (~) =
(
Txx cos
2 ϕ+ Tyy sin
2 ϕ
)
sin2 θ + Tzz cos
2 θ
+ (Txy + Tyx) sin
2 θ sinϕ cosϕ+ · · · ,
where · · · denote additional, analogous cross terms for Txz + Tzx and Tyz + Tzy. The inte-
gration over the unit sphere,
T (~) =
1
4pi
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θ
∫ 2pi
0
dϕT (~),
suppresses all the cross terms; e.g., sinϕ cosϕ = (1/2) sin (2ϕ) and the integration over ϕ of
the cross term for Txy +Tyx is, therefore, zero. Integration of the diagonal terms over ϕ and
making a substitution u := cos θ gives
T (~) =
1
4
∫ 1
−1
du
[
(Txx + Tyy) (1− u2) + 2Tzzu2
]
=
1
4
[
(Txx + Tyy) (u− u3/3) + 2Tzzu3/3
]1
−1
=
1
3
(Txx + Tyy + Tzz) =
1
3
Tr
←→
T ,
where in the last step we used the invariance of the trace of a tensor under coordinate
transformations, in order to obtain the coordinate-independent expression (A3).
Appendix B: Proof of the expression (11) for the gradient of the transition dipole
moment
Before it is expressed in the basis of electronic states, the molecular electric dipole oper-
ator is simply a sum
~ˆµmol ≡ ~µmol(q, {~ˆrn}) = ~µnu(q) + ~µel({~ˆrn})
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of its nuclear component ~µnu(q) given in Eq. (14) and electronic component
~µel({~ˆrn}) = −e
Nel∑
n=1
~ˆrn, (B1)
where ~rn are the Cartesian coordinates of the nth electron and {~rn} := (~r1, . . . , ~rNel). Rela-
tion (11) is proven directly by taking the gradient of Eq. (12):
∂j~µαβ(q) = 〈∂jα|~ˆµmol|β〉+ 〈α|~ˆµmol|∂jβ〉+ 〈α|∂j ~ˆµmol|β〉 (B2)
=
∑
γ
(
〈∂jα|γ〉〈γ|~ˆµmol|β〉+ 〈α|~ˆµmol|γ〉〈γ|∂jβ〉
)
+ 〈α|∂j~µnu(q)|β〉 (B3)
=
∑
γ
(
F †αγ,j~µγβ + ~µαγFγβ,j
)
+ ∂j~µnu(q)δαβ (B4)
=
∑
γ
(−Fαγ,j~µγβ + ~µαγFγβ,j) + ∂j~µnu(q)δαβ (B5)
= [~µ,Fj]αβ + ∂j~µnu(q)δαβ. (B6)
The first equality follows from the Leibniz law; the second equality employs a resolution of
identity over electronic states and takes into account that the electronic dipole moment oper-
ator (B1) is independent of nuclear coordinates; the third equality follows from the definition
(13) of nonadiabatic coupling vectors, the fact that ∂j~µnu(q) is a purely nuclear operator, and
orthogonality of the electronic states; the fourth equality uses the antihermitian property of
the matrix of nonadiabatic couplings,
F†j = −Fj,
which follows from the orthogonality of the electronic states,
0 = ∂jδαβ = ∂j〈α(q)|β(q)〉 = F †αβ,j + Fαβ,j;
the fifth step completes the proof.
Appendix C: Propagation of the width and phase of the thawed Gaussian wavepacket
The approach by Lee and Heller [33] suggests splitting the complex symmetric width
matrix A into a product of two matrices P and Z:
At = − i
2~
Pt · Z−1t . (C1)
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By imposing Z˙t = m
−1 ·Pt, with the initial conditions Z0 = I, where I is the identity matrix,
and P0 = 2i~A0, the expression for the propagation of Z and P parameters is obtained:Zt
Pt
 = Mt
Z0
P0
 . (C2)
Regarding γt, which is a generalization of classical action and represents both the dy-
namical phase and normalization, it is evaluated as
γt = γ0 +
∫ t
0
Lτdτ − ~2
∫ t
0
Tr
(
m−1 · Aτ
)
dτ (C3)
= γ0 +
∫ t
0
Lτdτ − ~2
∫ t
0
Tr
(
− i
2~
Z˙τ · Z−1τ
)
dτ (C4)
= γ0 +
∫ t
0
Lτdτ +
i~
2
ln (detZt) , (C5)
where the conditions imposed on Z and P are used in order to obtain the final expression.
Note that, since the determinant in the final expression is complex, a proper branch of the
logarithm has to be taken in order to make γt continuous in time. If continuity were not
imposed on γt, the wavepacket would show sudden jumps by pi in the overall phase. Phase
continuity is also important in the evaluation of the correlation function, which comprises
a square root of a complex determinant det(A0 + A
∗
t ). The continuity of the correlation
function is enforced by taking the appropriate branch of the square root.
Appendix D: Derivation of the extended thawed Gaussian approximation
Proof of Eq. (29): The effective potential (21) depends on t only implicitly, via qt.
Considering Veff as a function of q and qt, its dependence on qt is
∂Veff(q, qt)
∂qt
=
1
2
V ′′′|qt (q − qt, q − qt, ·) (D1)
because in the derivation of Eq. (D1) the sum ∂qV |qt +Hessq V |qt ·(q−qt) appears twice, with
opposite signs, and therefore cancels. [Here V ′′′ is a rank-3 tensor of the third derivatives
of V and the dot · in the third argument of V ′′′ indicates that the tensor has been only
partially contracted; the right-hand side of Eq. (D1) is still a vector.] Within local harmonic
approximation (LHA), where all derivatives of V at qt beyond the second are neglected,
∂Veff
∂qt
LHA
= 0. (D2)
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Equation (D2) implies that the effective Hamiltonian operator (20), considered as a func-
tion of initial conditions q0 and p0, Hˆeff(q0, p0, t) ≡ Heff(qˆ, pˆ, q0, p0, t), is independent of p0:
∂Hˆeff
∂p0
=
(
∂qt
∂p0
)T
· ∂Vˆeff
∂qt
LHA
= 0. (D3)
The effective time evolution operator
Uˆ(q0, p0, t) := T exp
[
− i
~
∫ t
0
Hˆeff(q0, p0, τ)dτ
]
induced by Hˆeff is, in general, a function of q0 and p0, but factorizing the time-ordered product
into a product of exponentials for infinitesimal time steps, expanding the exponential for
each time step into a Taylor series, and using Eq. (D3) shows that, within the LHA,
∂Uˆ(q0, p0, t)
∂p0
LHA
= 0 (D4)
and, indeed, any polynomial in derivatives with respect to p0 acting on Uˆ vanishes:
P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
Uˆ(q0, p0, t)
LHA
= 0. (D5)
The initial Herzberg-Teller state |φ0〉 propagated to time t is
|φt〉 = Uˆ(q0, p0, t)|φ0〉 = Uˆ(q0, p0, t)P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
|ψ0〉
= P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
Uˆ(q0, p0, t)|ψ0〉 = P
(
~
i
∂
∂p0
)
|ψt〉, (D6)
where the Dirac kets |ψ0〉 and |ψt〉 are considered as functions of q0 and p0, and Eq. (D5)
was used to switch the order of P and Uˆ . This completes the proof of Eq. (29).
Proof of Eqs. (30) and (31): Let us evaluate the derivative ∂|ψt〉/∂p0, needed in
Eq. (D6), analytically in position representation, in which |ψt〉 is the TGA wavefunction (19):
∂ψt(q)
∂p0
LHA
=
(
∂qt
∂p0
)T
· ∂ψt
∂qt
+
(
∂pt
∂p0
)T
· ∂ψt
∂pt
+
(
∂γt
∂p0
)T
· ∂ψt
∂γt
=
{
MTt,qp ·
[
2At · (q − qt)− i~pt
]
+MTt,pp ·
i
~
(q − qt) +MTt,qp · pt
i
~
}
ψt(q),
=
(
2MTt,qp · At +
i
~
MTt,pp
)
· (q − qt)ψt(q). (D7)
In the first step of the derivation, we neglected the dependence of the width matrix At on
p0, which follows from Eq. (24) within the LHA. In the second step, we used the derivative
∂γt
∂p0
=
∂St (q0, p0)
∂p0
=
(
∂qt
∂p0
)T
· ∂St (q0, qt)
∂qt
= MTt,qp · pt,
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where St =
∫ t
0
Lτdτ is the classical action component of γt expressed either as a function of
q0 and p0 or of q0 and qt. The derivation of the central ETGA equations (30) and (31) is
completed by substituting the Herzberg-Teller form [Eq. (10)] of the polynomial P ,
P (x) = µ21 (q0) + ∂qµ21|Tq0 · x,
into Eq. (29), giving
φt(q) =
[
µ21 (q0) + ∂qµ21|Tq0 ·
~
i
∂
∂p0
]
ψt(q),
and using expression (D7) for ∂ψt(q)/∂p0.
Appendix E: Extrema of the Herzberg–Teller part of the wavepacket
The extrema of the wavepacket (32) are found by setting its gradient to zero. The
gradient, given by
∂qφ
ETGA-HT
0 (q) =
[
∂qµ− 2
(
∂qµ
T ·∆q)A0 ·∆q] gq0(q) , (E1)
where ∆q = q − q0, will be zero if and only if
∂qµ = 2(∂qµ
T ·∆q)A0 ·∆q (E2)
because the Gaussian function gq0(q) is strictly positive. Since the initial width matrix A0 is
positive definite, it has an inverse and we can multiply Eq. (E2) on the left with A−10 , which
gives
A−10 · ∂qµ = 2(∂qµT ·∆q)∆q (E3)
Scalar product of Eq. (E3) with the vector ∂qµ gives
∂qµ
T · A−10 · ∂qµ = 2(∂qµT ·∆q)2, (E4)
with two solutions
∂qµ
T ·∆q = ±
√
1
2
∂qµT · A−10 · ∂qµ. (E5)
Finally, substitution of ∂qµ
T ·∆q from Eq. (E5) into Eq. (E3) yields
∆q = ±
√
2
2
A−10 · ∂qµ√
∂qµT · A−10 · ∂qµ
,
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where it is easy to see that the positive sign corresponds to the local maximum and negative
sign to the local minimum, completing the proof of Eqs. (35) and (36).
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